
As we wrap up the fourth quarter of 2023, we present to you the FCC Issues Report, 
highlighting the pressing matters that have dominated the airwaves and conversations on "The 
Dave Elswick Show” airing weekdays from 7:00-11:00am.

**Arkansas Veteran's Issues:**

Throughout the quarter, "The Dave Elswick Show" has continued its unwavering commitment to 
addressing the challenges faced by our veterans. From access to healthcare to employment 
opportunities, we've strived to shed light on the issues affecting those who have served our 
country.

**Governor Sanders and the Controversy with FOIA:**

The controversy surrounding Governor Sanders and the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) has 
been a hot topic of discussion. Our team has diligently covered the developments and provided 
our listeners with comprehensive analysis and expert opinions.

**Southern Border Crisis with US Congressmen Hill and French:**

The ongoing Southern Border Crisis has drawn significant attention, especially with the 
involvement of US Congressmen Hill and French. We've delved into the complexities of 
immigration policies, border security, and the humanitarian aspects of the crisis.

**Raising Funds/Awareness for a Local Crisis Pregnancy Care Center:**

Supporting local initiatives, such as crisis pregnancy care centers, has been a priority for "The 
Dave Elswick Show." We've actively participated in fundraising efforts and worked towards 
raising awareness about the invaluable services these centers provide to our community.

**The Arrests and Indictments of Former President Trump:**

The legal proceedings surrounding former President Trump have been closely followed and 
analyzed on our program. We've provided our audience with up-to-date coverage and expert 
insights into the implications of these developments.

**Controversy with "Arkansas Learns Act":**

The "Arkansas Learns Act" has sparked intense debate and scrutiny. We've facilitated 
discussions, invited experts, and encouraged listener engagement to explore the potential 
impacts of this legislation on our education system.



**South City Church Transformation into "Arkansas Military and First Responders Academy":**

A groundbreaking development in our community has been the transformation of South City 
Church into the "Arkansas Military and First Responders Academy." We've celebrated this 
initiative as a testament to our commitment to supporting our military personnel and first 
responders.

**Vast Quantities of Lithium Found in Arkansas:**

The discovery of vast quantities of lithium in Arkansas has ignited discussions about the state's 
future economy. We've examined the potential opportunities and challenges associated with 
harnessing this valuable resource for sustainable economic growth.

As we conclude the fourth quarter of 2023, we remain dedicated to keeping you informed and 
engaged on the issues that matter most to our community. Thank you for tuning in to "The Dave 
Elswick Show" on KDXE-FM.


